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This review paper summarizes how labs have delivered mRNA gene replacement therapies as well
as gene editing therapies, in order to treat cystic fibrosis. The paper also highlights how the different
subtypes of cystic fibrosis require different types of gene therapies.
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Less than 20% of the protein coding genome is thought to be targetable using small molecules. mRNA therapies are not
limited in the same way since in theory, they can silence or edit any gene by encoding CRISPR nucleases, or alternatively, produce any missing protein. Yet not all mRNA therapies are equally likely to succeed. Over the past several
years, an increasing number of clinical trials with siRNA- and antisense oligonucleotide-based drugs have revealed three
key concepts that will likely extend to mRNA therapies delivered by nonviral systems. First, scientists have come to
understand that some genes make better targets for RNA therapies than others. Second, scientists have learned that the
type and position of chemical modifications made to an RNA drug can alter its therapeutic window, toxicity, and
bioavailability. Third, scientists have found that safe and targeted drug delivery vehicles are required to ferry mRNA
therapies into diseased cells. In this study, we apply these learnings to cystic fibrosis (CF). We also describe lessons
learned from a subset of CF gene therapies that have already been tested in patients. Finally, we highlight the scientific
advances that are still required for nonviral mRNA- or CRISPR-based drugs to treat CF successfully in patients.
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SIMPLE GENETIC DISEASES ARE MORE
AMENABLE TO RNA THERAPIES
THAN COMPLEX DISEASES
AS THE NUMBER of DNA and RNA reads from nextgeneration sequencing has grown exponentially,1 biologists have increasingly been able to identify genes that
drive disease.2 An ideal way to address any genetic disease
is by targeting the protein that the gene encodes using
small molecules. However, less than 20% of encoded
proteins are thought to be addressable using these compounds, since many diseases are caused by the absence of a
wild-type protein or a protein that lacks an appropriate
binding site.3
RNA therapies are drugs partially or fully comprising
RNA nucleotides that can either downregulate or overexpress any desired gene. For example, siRNAs and antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) can bind complementary
mRNA and cleave it using Argonaute or RNase H1, respectively.4,5 In contrast, mRNA therapies seek to express a
protein that is mutated in the patient, nonexistent or underexpressed by utilizing the cell’s ribosomes.6 Alternatively,
DNA-based therapies delivered with adeno-associated virus
(AAV) enable long-term expression of a particular gene.7 As

a result, DNA-based therapies lead to long-term gene expression, whereas mRNA therapies lead to transient gene
expression.
It is important to note that not all genes are equally
likely to be effectively manipulated by an RNA drug; the
likelihood an RNA therapy will work is influenced by the
gene itself (Fig. 1a). One key trait that differentiates genes
is the simplicity of the cell signaling that causes disease.
Monogenic diseases, that is, diseases that are caused by
mutations in a single gene, are preferable to diseases driven by mutations in several genes. One such example is
the first FDA-approved siRNA drug, which consists of an
ionizable lipid nanoparticle (LNP) that delivers siRNA
targeting the transthyretin (TTR) gene to hepatocytes.8
The cell signaling diagram of TTR amyloidosis is ideal
for an RNA therapy (Fig. 1b); mutant TTR protein drives
disease, therefore, reducing the production of mutant TTR
protein with siTTR halts disease. Notably, an antisense
oligonucleotide that reduces mutant TTR expression is
also approved.9 While different from RNA therapies,
simple cell signaling diagrams can also be drawn with
early successful AAV therapies, which use DNA to
express a protein for long durations. For example, clinical
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Figure 1. The complexity of a disease influences how likely it is a gene therapy will work. (a) An ideal target for gene therapy is a gene that is solely
responsible for disease progression and is expressed primarily in one cell type. However, CF is a disease caused by CFTR affecting multiple cell types and,
thus, lies in the middle of this complexity spectrum. (b) An example of an ideal target for gene therapy is TTR amyloidosis, a disease caused by mutant TTR
expression in hepatocytes. Thus, siTTR delivered to hepatocytes slows disease progression. (c) Of the seven FDA-approved AAV, ASO, or siRNA gene
therapies, only one does not meet the criteria for an ideal gene target: ALAS1 siRNA for acute hepatic porphyria. The other six diseases and the underlying
gene targets are RPE65 DNA for Leber’s congenital amaurosis, SMN1 DNA, and ASO for spinal muscular atrophy, TTR siRNA and ASO for TTR amyloidosis, and
DMD ASO for Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy. AAV, adeno-associated virus; ALAS1, aminolevulinic acid synthase 1; ASO, antisense oligonucleotide; CF, cystic
fibrosis; CFTR, cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator; TTR, transthyretin.

data have been generated in patients treated with AAVs
carrying RPE65 or SMN1, the absence of which drives
Leber’s congenital amaurosis and spinal muscular atrophy, respectively.10
In fact, six of the first seven FDA-approved AAV,
siRNA, and ASO therapies, silence, modify splicing, or
replace a gene that is singly responsible for disease progression (Fig. 1c). The seventh FDA-approved drug,
termed Givosiran, is more genetically complicated. Patients are born with mutations that lead to buildup of toxic
heme intermediates. Rather than targeting mutated genes
directly, Givosiran silences aminolevulinic acid synthase
1 (ALAS1), an enzyme upstream of the heme synthesis
pathway.11 Finally, genetically simple diseases benefit
from a second advantage: sequencing enables the selection
of patients with a specific mutation for clinical trials.
A second trait that makes a gene amenable to RNA
therapies is cell type-specific expression. TTR is again an
ideal case; mutant TTR does not play a significant role
in the normal function of other cell types that could be
targeted by the siRNA therapy. In the case of systemic

mRNA therapies, off-target cells are likely to include
macrophages and Kupffer cells,12 and, as a result, an
mRNA therapy targeting a given gene may lead to significant off-target effects if that gene alters macrophage
or Kupffer cell function.
Within the context of the lung, two analogous off-target
cell types are pulmonary macrophages and endothelial
cells; for example, developing a siRNA or ASO gene
therapy for a disease in pulmonary epithelial cells would
be challenging if that gene is critical for the function of
either of the off-target cell types. In the context of cystic
fibrosis (CF), there is evidence to suggest that cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) expression in cells of hematopoietic lineage may be
physiologically significant,13,14 whereas CFTR expression
is more limited in pulmonary endothelial cells. A related
challenge is when the proposed gene target is a transcription factor (e.g., NF-jB) or other ‘‘master regulator’’
(e.g., Kras) that influences the function of many cell types.
In addition to genes with important functions in offtarget cells and master regulatory genes, it may be difficult
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to develop mRNA therapies for diseases that are driven by
a combination of genes (Fig. 1a). For example, RNA
therapies have been designed to treat a single gene in
cancers, even when the cancers are characterized by several driving mutations as well as genomic instability. One
such case is treatment of KrasG12D in pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma, where the cancer is characterized by
somatic mutations in other genes.15,16 It remains unclear
whether these RNA therapies will succeed in late-stage
clinical trials.
One way to address cancers and other complex phenotypes is to develop combination therapies, wherein two
to five distinct siRNAs are packaged into a single delivery
system.17,18 Although promising, successful clinical data
using combination RNA therapies have not been generated
to date. Ongoing efforts involving large single-cell RNAseq datasets (e.g., the Cell Atlas) may help deal with the
challenge of picking ideal gene targets by uncovering how
gene expression varies in different cell subtypes.19,20

SOME CFTR MUTATIONS CAN BE TREATED
WITHOUT RNA THERAPIES
Most gene targets lie somewhere on a spectrum between
TTR, which is ideal, and a genetically unstable cancer,
which is not ideal. One such example is CF, a disease
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caused by autosomal recessive mutations in the CFTR, located on chromosome 7 (Fig. 1a).21 In the United States,
about 1 in 2,500 Caucasian children are diagnosed with the
disease; considerably lower incidences are observed in both
African American and Asian populations.22 Prognoses have
significantly improved since the discovery of the disease;
while still far lower than a person without CF, the average
life expectancy now surpasses 40 years, largely due to development of treatments that manage bacterial infections,
replace pancreatic enzymes, enhance nutrient absorption,
and facilitate chest clearance of thick mucus23,24
There are many CFTR mutant genotypes; recently,
scientists estimated that over 1,000 genetic variations in
the CFTR gene are represented in less than five patients
each worldwide.25 Yet this suite of mutations can be
grouped into just six classes, distinguished by the effect on
the CFTR protein and its downstream phenotype within
the cell.26 Some mutations within these classes can already
be treated with FDA-approved small molecules.25,26 Other
mutations cannot and may therefore be more dependent on
RNA therapies in the future (Fig. 2).
Class I mutations such as G542X, W1282X, or R553X
result in a premature stop codon, which prevents functional protein from being created.27,28 To treat mutations
of this kind, scientists have developed readthrough small
molecules. These small molecules bypass premature stop

Figure 2. CF mutations fall under six different classes. These classes range from the generation of mutant CFTR mRNA transcripts that do not get translated
to the generation of faulty CFTR protein, which does not allow for enough ion trafficking through the cell membrane. Different small molecules have been used
to treat the six classes, including readthrough small molecules, corrector, and potentiator-based therapeutics. CFTR mutations that are unlikely to be
addressed by existing small molecules may be better candidates for RNA gene therapies.
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codons to encourage transcription.26 Readthrough small
molecules have been tested in several studies and clinical
trials; however, it is unknown whether they will be approved by the FDA.29 This potential lack of smallmolecule drugs to treat Class I mutations may alternatively
be addressed by mRNA therapies designed to replace the
missing CFTR gene.
Class II mutations create misfolded proteins that are
unable to reach the cell membrane.26 Notable among these
mutations is the DF508 variant: a mutation caused by the
deletion of three base pairs in exon 10 that leads to the
absence of a phenylalanine residue from the CFTR protein.30 More than 70% of defective CFTR alleles include
this mutation, making it the leading cause of CF in the
United States.23,27 As a result, a tremendous amount of
research has been invested in finding treatments for patients with the DF508 mutation, resulting in approved
small-molecule therapies.
As an example, the combination lumacaftor/ivacaftor
therapeutic acts to partially restore CFTR function. Specifically, lumacaftor is a CFTR corrector that helps during
the protein folding process, allowing CFTR to be trafficked to the cell surface.31 Once CFTR reaches the cell
surface, ivacaftor acts as a potentiator, ensuring that CFTR
allows chloride ions to pass through.32 Notably, for the
case of DF508, ivacaftor is not effective on its own, since it
requires properly folded CFTR protein to act upon.32,33
Next-generation correctors have also been developed to
deal with different processing abnormalities, including
tezacaftor and elexacaftor.25 Specifically, elexacaftor
binds to a different pocket in the CFTR protein and results
in the improvement of lung function and other respiratoryrelated factors when administered in combination with
tezacaftor and ivacaftor.34 In fact, the FDA recently approved Trikafta, a triple combination therapy that combines elexacaftor, ivacaftor, and tezacaftor. Trikafta is
approved for use in patients with at least one DF508 mutation, whereas previous single or combination therapies
only treated patients homozygous for the DF508 mutation.35,36 These small-molecule treatments mark a huge
success for CF scientists and patients. Future CF therapies,
including mRNA therapies, will need to demonstrate extraordinarily high safety and efficacy to supplant these
existing drugs.
Other observed CFTR mutations fall within classes III–
VI. A Class III mutation lacks a functional ion channel
gate, a Class IV has defective ion conductance across the
CFTR channel, a Class V results in insufficient CFTR
protein reaching the cell surface, and a Class VI has high
CFTR turnover as a result of low protein stability at the
cell membrane.27 Ivacaftor, the CFTR potentiator, has
been approved by the FDA to treat 38 variants of CFTR
mutations, mostly within Class III, but interestingly,
shows differing degrees of improvement depending on
the patient genotype.25,37

Relatedly, there are many CFTR variants that are extremely rare (sometimes as rare as a single person).25 As a
result, it can be difficult to obtain sufficiently powered
clinical evidence to support an approval for smallmolecule drugs, leaving these patients in limbo. Even if
there is clinical evidence that a rare or yet-to-be studied
mutation may be treated by an existing small molecule,
accessing these ‘‘off-label’’ drugs can be expensive,
blocking patient access.25 There is a concerted effort to
further understand which mutations are treatable with
existing small-molecule therapies, and how they differentiate from untreatable mutation variants.25,27 Understanding these differences and the challenges they pose to
CF patients is important for identifying mutations that may
need to be addressed using RNA therapies.

RNA THERAPIES CAN BE USED TO REPLACE
OR EDIT CFTR
Given the complexities and potential genotype-specific
efficacy of small molecules, there is an interest in developing gene therapies (including mRNA) to treat CF. In this
study, we focus on gene therapies that require nonviral
delivery vehicles. Gene therapies that utilize viral delivery
vehicles have been reviewed.38 One such approach, which
is agnostic to genotype, is to use mRNA to replace CFTR
protein. A second approach is to use mRNA encoding for
CRISPR-based gene editors to edit genomic DNA in target
cells. The CRISPR approach is not agnostic to genotype,
since each CRISPR drug would need to be targeted to the
diseased locus (i.e., the mutation site). However, it is
theoretically modular, since only the sequence of the
sgRNA and the potential DNA template would need to be
changed to address different mutations.
Treating CF by delivering mRNA that encodes CFTR has
the potential to work in any CF patient, independent of the
underlying mutation. It has been estimated that restoring 5%
of wild-type CFTR mRNA in the cytosol is enough to
ameliorate the symptoms of CF, but a somewhat higher
threshold is necessary to avoid complications later in life.39
To this end, groups have shown that delivering exogenous
CFTR mRNA to mice lacking wild-type CFTR results in
production of functional ion channels.40,41 In both examples,
scientists delivered CFTR mRNA using nanoparticles; these
treatments led to improvements in lung functional parameters, including improved forced expiratory volume (FEV)
values, and improved ion conductivity in the nasal epithelia
in a manner resembling FDA-approved CF drugs.
These results suggest a CFTR mRNA therapy is feasible,
but to be clinically relevant, it will require long-lived CFTR
protein expression after mRNA delivery. If the CFTR
protein is only produced for a short period of time, a patient
will be required to re-administer the drug often, which could
lead to toxicities from high doses of the drug delivery vehicle carrying the CFTR mRNA. Notably, the CFTR gene is
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transcribed at low levels and the mature protein product can
be stable for extended periods of time, with a half-life of
>15 h after reaching the plasma membrane.42–44
Furthermore, mRNAs (*1–10 kb) are much larger than
siRNA (*20 bases) and sgRNAs (*150 bases). It is
feasible that the size and structure of the formulated RNA
influence how it interacts with the LNP. For example, it
was demonstrated that LNPs containing the same components, but using different molar ratios, have different
efficiencies when delivering siRNA or mRNA. More
specifically, a vehicle optimized for siRNA delivery to
liver hepatocytes performed poorly for mRNA delivery,
but orthogonal experimental design allowed for optimization of an mRNA vehicle that performed considerably
better using different mole ratios.45 In the case of formulating Cas9 mRNA, sgRNA, and a donor strand, a high
mass ratio of LNP: nucleic acid may be required to account
for the fact that three distinct nucleic acids must be stably
formulated together.
Another potential treatment is utilizing mRNA encoding
nucleases such as CRISPR-Cas9 accompanied by gRNA and
using them to edit DNA in target cells. Alternative options to
facilitate CRISPR-based editing include the use of a CasgRNA complex—known as ribonucleoprotein (RNP)—
plasmids encoding Cas9 and gRNA, or viral vectors.46 While
all these options are viable and have been shown to work,
there are drawbacks to using each. RNPs are ideal for timing—the editor and guide RNA complex are active immediately upon delivery to a target cell type. While formulation
of RNPs into lipid-based delivery vehicles is often difficult
due to their size, there are other approaches for RNP delivery
such as conjugation with cell-penetrating peptides or other
ligands, formulation with amphiphilic peptides, the use of
polymeric or metal nanoparticles, and the use of techniques
such as electroporation.47,48
While the use of plasmids to co-express an editor and a
gRNA has seen wide success in simple cell models, it has
also been shown to cause higher off-target editing relative
to RNPs,49 and unintended genome integration and cell
toxicity.50 Viral vectors, which can consist of either DNA
genomes (e.g., adenovirus and AAV) or RNA genomes
(e.g., lentivirus), are ideal for long-term expression and
can induce potent editing, but target cell transduction is
long lasting, which is undesirable for many Cas9 applications. To address this, researchers have developed
methods to inactivate the expression cassette, or its Cas9
product, allowing for the reduction and modulation of cell
exposure to the nuclease over time in vivo.51,52
The co-delivery of Cas9 mRNA and guide RNA to facilitate editing can bypass some of the drawbacks of delivering protein, using a plasmid, or using a viral vector. For
example, mRNA is transient, allowing for editing to take
place during a specific timeframe instead of being long lived.
In addition, mRNA and guide RNA can be co-delivered
within an LNP, which can be optimized to induce delivery in
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a specific on-target cell type or tissue. This approach has been
used to facilitate potent on-target editing.53,54
In the context of CF, which requires a therapy to either
increase expression of functional CFTR or make nonfunctional CFTR protein functional, these gene-editing
therapies (i) require the nuclease to make a cut at a target
site and then (ii) edit that cut site by ‘‘pasting’’ a DNA
template encoding the desired sequence. Critically, Cas
nucleases can efficiently make targeted cuts in DNA, but
in most cell types, the pasting efficiency remains low.
More specifically, most double-stranded DNA breaks
(DSBs) are repaired using the error-prone nonhomologous
end-joining (NHEJ) mechanism instead of homologydirected repair (HDR), which is necessary to repair the
CFTR gene with a wild-type copy.55,56
To improve the efficiency of HDR, several approaches
have been used. In one example, scientists use Scr7 to
inhibit DNA ligase IV, a protein required for NHEJ, in
mouse embryos harvested at E10 (10th day of pregnancy).
Specifically, mouse embryos were treated with Cas9, two
sgRNAs targeting different genes, a template strand, and
the inhibitor. The presence of Scr7 compared to the control
favored HDR in two ways, by (i) completely eliminating
NHEJ-mediated deletions at the two loci and (ii) increasing the rate of HDR up to fourfold.57 In another example,
scientists used a reporter screen to identify genes that
enhance or inhibit HDR but using a dsDNA template to
simulate homologous recombination (HR). Interestingly,
most of the genes necessary for HR belonged to the Fanconi Anemia pathway, a set of genes that was central to
execute the HDR mechanism when the DNA template was
single stranded.
In addition, small-molecule inhibition of genes counterproductive to HDR (as identified in the screen) yielded a
candidate gene target, CDC7; its inhibition upregulated
HDR compared to the control with both ssDNA and
dsDNA templates across a multitude of gene loci.58 It will
be critical to understand whether these approaches can be
used in a cell type-agnostic manner, including in human
pulmonary epithelial cells. Improving the efficiency of
HDR-mediated gene editing is paramount if CRISPR
therapies are used to treat CF. More specifically, in every
cell that is cut, but precise gene editing does not occur,
there is a risk of creating an insertion or deletion that
effectively converts a Class II–VI mutation into a Class I
mutation within that cell.
Nonetheless, there have been several advances in applying gene-editing approaches to CF. One of the first applications of the technology to the treatment of this disease
was demonstrated in epithelial organoids grown from
patient-derived intestinal stem cells with a homozygous
DF508 mutation. Using HR with plasmid DNA as the donor, scientists demonstrated restored organoid swelling after forskolin exposure in treated samples versus the
control.59 Similar approaches corrected the same mutation
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in induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) derived from
patients, which were later differentiated into lung epithelial
cells with normal CFTR expression and function.60
In a different approach, researchers used CRISPR to
target three different mutations in the intronic regions of
CFTR mRNA that cause alternative splicing and produce a
nonfunctional protein.61 Instead of using a DNA template
to repair the cut site, the authors targeted two adjacent sites
in the intronic regions spanning the mutation, which resulted in the deletion of that region and the DSB being
repaired by NHEJ. More recently, a group delivered Cas9
RNP containing chemically modified sgRNA within
AAV6 to upper airway basal stem cells and bronchial
epithelial cells containing the DF508 mutation. They
achieved 30–50% editing efficiencies that restored CFTR
function equivalent to 20–50% of wild-type controls.62
Finally, scientists used helper-dependent adenoviruses
to deliver Cas9, guide and template DNA to iPSCs, significantly improving gene editing efficiencies. While the
majority of recombinants were able to integrate the donor
DNA into one of the mutated alleles, the second allele had
a high rate of indels at the Cas9 cleavage site, sometimes
up to 8 kb deletions.63 In the context of CF, heterozygous
wild-type CFTR expression is enough to avoid any pathology, but large deletions could have malignant effects.
One alternative is to use modified CRISPR systems
with inactivated nuclease domains and proteins that promote base editing. These ‘‘base editors’’ allow scientists to
edit SNPs in genes of interest without creating a DSB in
the DNA, thereby minimizing the risk of potential NHEJmediated indels. Specifically, if the protein is a cytidine
deaminase, a C-G pair can be changed to T-A (CBE),
whereas an adenosine deaminase converts an A-T pair to a
G-C (ABE).64 Recent studies have shown that these nextgeneration base editors have 1.5% indel rates for cytidine
base editors, but <0.1% for adenine base editors.65,66
Adenine base editors have been used to correct nonsense
mutations in a CF patient-derived organoid biobank that
overrepresents rare CF mutations.67 In this example,
authors used spCas9- and xCas9-derived adenine base editors to correct the R553X and R785X mutations. In another
example, researchers used adenosine deaminases to correct
the W496X CF mutation, which leads to a premature stop
codon.68 Even though these base editors may provide a
safer platform from where to perform gene editing and have
proven efficient at correcting some CFTR mutations,67,68
they are not capable of addressing all mutant phenotypes.
For example, for the DF508 mutation, base editors are unable to correct the mutant CFTR gene since an entire codon
is missing from the sequence. However, a novel approach
known as prime editing may be able to correct the DF508
mutation through base pair insertion.69
In addition, prime editing can mediate all 12 base-tobase conversions, rendering it useful for additional CF
mutations, such as those discussed above. This form of

editing uses an RNA-programmable nickase that is fused
to a reverse transcriptase and a prime editing guide RNA
(pegRNA). The pegRNA facilitates recognition of the
target site and can be reverse transcribed to replace the
target nucleotides with a desired template. Thus, prime
editing may enable targeted editing for specific CF
mutations.

CHEMICALLY MODIFYING MRNA DRUGS
IMPROVES THEIR SAFETY AND EFFICACY
In addition to the selection of the gene itself, scientists
have learned that chemical modifications made to RNA
drugs can impact their safety and efficacy (Fig. 3). Chemical modifications improve the efficacy of RNA drugs
through three potential mechanisms: (i) decreasing immune activation; (ii) increasing the stability of the drug,
and therefore the duration of its effect; and (iii) influencing
the affinity with which the RNA drugs bind other nucleic
acids and proteins.70
Chemical modifications made to mRNA drugs are often
made at positions in the mRNA that are naturally modified
in endogenous eukaryotic mRNAs.71 For example, endogenous mRNAs are modified in human cells to include a
5¢ cap; mRNA drugs are also modified at the 5¢ end. These
5¢ cap modifications have been used to decrease activation
of innate immunity,72 and can often be divided into three
types: cap 0, 1, and 2, respectively.
Cap 0 is typically referred to as a m7G cap and is made
up of an N7-methyl guanosine connected to the first
transcribed nucleotide through a 5¢–5¢ triphosphate linkage. The presence of guanosine on the 5¢ cap can reduce
exonuclease activity, thereby stabilizing the mRNA and
increasing the amount of protein produced per unit mRNA
delivered into the cell.73
Cap 1 describes methylation of the 2¢ sugar group on the
initiating nucleotide, whereas cap 2 describes methylation
of the 2¢ hydroxy of the sugar on the first two nucleotides.74 Additional modifications include the use of a
locked nucleic acid on the N7-methyl guanosine and
phosphorothioate modifications to the triphosphate backbone, among others.75 In all cases, these modifications
have been shown to improve mRNA, relative to unmodified mRNA. Yet future work is needed to study whether
the ideal 5¢ modification is universal for all mRNAs, or
whether it changes based on the (i) mRNA sequence or (ii)
cell signaling within the desired cell.
Endogenous mRNAs are also modified with a poly-A
tail, which decreases exonuclease-mediated degradation
of the mRNA. Scientists developed a method, known as
TAIL-Seq, to study how poly-A tails influence mRNA
stability. In TAIL-Seq, authors used RNA sequencing to
understand the distribution of poly-A tail lengths in
common cell lines (e.g., HeLa and NIH 3T3). They then
correlated the poly-A tail lengths to mRNA half-life and
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Figure 3. Chemical modifications made to mRNA can improve its half-life by occluding nucleases that degrade it or decreasing binding to receptors that
initiate immune responses.

determined that longer tail lengths were correlated with an
increased half-life, but not improved translation. Using
this approach, the authors identified that 50–100 nt poly-A
tail lengths were most common in the cell lines tested. In
addition, they noted the presence of uridylation on shorter
poly-A tails and guanylation on longer poly-A tails, suggesting that both modifications at the 3¢ end could improve
mRNA stability.76 Techniques such as TAIL-Seq could
be used to identify characteristics of long-lived mRNAs,
helping scientists tailor mRNA expression profiles to fit
the therapeutic needs of a particular disease.
In a separate example, researchers developed a technique
known as FLAM-seq, which used RNA sequencing to understand co-dependencies between poly-A tail length and
the 3¢ untranslated region (UTR) and transcription start site.
They also identified the presence of cystine residues in the
poly-A tail of human cells.77 Others have used similar approaches based on sequencing to understand how poly-A
tails impact translation and stability.78,79
Scientists have also optimized the 3¢ UTR of the mRNA
to increase its stability and augment protein expression.80

Specifically, researchers created a library of naturally
occurring mRNA sequences from human dendritic cells
that were attached to the end of an enhanced green
fluorescent protein sequence, serving as the 3¢ UTR. After
six rounds of consecutive sequence selections, the optimized sequences were six times more stable in vitro than
the initial mRNAs and had two to three times more protein
expression in vivo than the commonly used 2hBg 3¢ UTR
sequence.
Similar approaches have been carried out by other research groups to optimize UTR sequences yielding encouraging results.81 Scientists selected 10 different 5¢
UTR and 3¢ UTR sequences from liver proteins and performed a combinatorial screen measuring ARG1 protein
expression with these UTR variants. Interestingly, for the
genes selected, 5¢ UTR played a more important role in
driving higher protein expression than 3¢ UTR, suggesting
the effect was driven by improved translation efficiency
instead of greater mRNA stability.
mRNA drugs are made using in vitro transcription. As a
result, they can also be rationally engineered to include
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chemically modified bases such as pseudouridine, methylated adenosine, 2-thiouridine, or 5-methyl-cytidine.71,82
In most cases, these modified bases are used to reduce
signaling by pattern recognition receptors, most notably
toll-like receptors (TLRs) and RIG-I, which activate the
innate immune system upon sensing exogenous mRNA.83–85
In one example, by modifying an mRNA sequence so
that 25% of uridine and cytidine bases were replaced
with 2-thiouridine and 5-methyl-cytidine, authors reduced
mRNA binding to TLRs and RIG-I; this led to reductions
in production of IL-12 and IFN-c, key mediators of innate immune response. When compared to mRNA containing other naturally found modified nucleosides, the
incorporation of pseudouridine improved translation and
decreased immune activation. In this case, uridine 5¢triphosphate (UTP) was replaced with a pseudouridine
before in vitro transcription to make mRNA.86 Pseudouridine modifications are now commonplace and have
been used instead of UTP to make mRNAs for vaccination
against Zika virus and influenza.87,88
More recently, it has been found that chemically
modifying mRNA can influence the activation of protein
kinase R (PKR) in cells. Incorporation of pseudouridine
into mRNA reduced activation of PKR, which was not
previously known to be activated by mRNA.89 Using a
firefly luciferase reporter system, authors demonstrated
that unmodified mRNA bound and activated PKR, leading
to downstream reductions in firefly luciferase translation.
By contrast, pseudouridine-containing mRNAs were unable to bind PKR and resulted in a fourfold to fivefold
increase in mRNA translation at similar doses. Interestingly, the concurrent delivery of unmodified and modified
mRNAs reduced translation of the modified mRNA transcript, suggesting that PKR phosphorylation led to
transcription-wide reductions of protein production.
Complementing this work, we found that that low doses
of a TLR4 agonist, which is immediately upstream of PKR,
dramatically reduced the amount of LNP-mediated mRNA
delivery in vivo, in all tested cell types. Importantly, mRNA
delivery was rescued by inhibiting PKR and TLR4 with small
molecules, illustrating the value of understanding cellular
pathways that block the translation of therapeutic mRNA.90
Modified mRNAs have been used in mRNA drugs
treating CF patients. Specifically, Translate Bio, an mRNA
company, is currently evaluating a treatment for CF known
as MRT5005. MRT5005 is an inhaled mRNA therapy that
contains a 5¢ cap and a poly (A) tail to increase translation
efficacy and prevent mRNA degradation. To mimic endogenous mRNA, the bases were left unmodified; it is
unclear whether additional modifications could further
improve the efficacy of this drug.
Preclinical studies of MRT5005 conducted in vitro
using Fischer rat thyroid and human bronchial epithelial91
cells showed improved CFTR channel activity. In vivo
delivery of CFTR mRNA to healthy rats and nonhuman

primates led to increased CFTR mRNA in lung tissue after
a single dose, and no adverse effect was detected at all
dose levels. Furthermore, a study on CFTR-/- rats exhibited significantly improved chloride transport as indicated by nasal potential difference. Finally, Translate Bio
conducted a placebo-controlled interim study in 12 subjects using MRT5005 that showed the drug was well tolerated at low- and medium-dose levels. Notably, subjects
in the medium-dose group saw a significant improvement
in ppFEV1 (percent predicted forced expiratory volume in
one second) after 8 days of treatment.
These studies demonstrate that mRNA can be modified
to increase its stability and reduce immune recognition,
but mRNA half-lives are still considered to be on the order of hours, not days. As a result, repeat administration
of CFTR mRNA will be necessary to achieve considerable protein production in diseased patients. This transient activity may benefit Cas9 therapies, since off-target
gene editing may increase with the duration of protein
expression.

DELIVERING RNA THERAPIES
TO THE CF LUNG IS CHALLENGING
Given their large size and anionic charge, RNA drugs
do not enter cells on their own. As a result, they require
drug delivery vehicles to enter diseased cells. To achieve
lung delivery from the airway within the context of CF,
these delivery vehicles must (i) migrate across viscous
mucus, (ii) avoid clearance and uptake by phagocytes
within this mucus and the airways, (iii) reach pulmonary
epithelial cells, (iv) be endocytosed, (v) escape the endosome, and (vi) release their contents into the cytoplasm.
While the last three requirements are common to all RNA
therapies, the first three requirements represent specialized
criteria that are unique to CF. To this end, when evaluating
drug delivery vehicles, it is important to choose a CF animal model characterized by lung mucus phenotype, and
ideally, bacterial infections, since these barriers will influence nanoparticle delivery.
This suggests that early-on CFTR-/- mice are not ideal
for characterizing CF delivery vehicles since they fail to
exhibit characteristic lung, pancreatic, intestinal, and liver
disease phenotypes observed in humans.92,93 However, a
plethora of animal models have been developed in the past
decade to overcome the limitations of the original mouse
model; no animal model exactly recapitulates all aspects
of the disease observed in humans, but each comes with
advantages that enhance our understanding of the pathophysiology and potential treatments of CF.
One such model is the CFTR-/- pig, which exhibits lung
mucus accumulation, decreased bacterial clearance, airway inflammation, and remodeling, in addition to other
phenotypes, including meconium ileus (MI), exocrine
pancreatic destruction, and focal biliary cirrhosis.93,94
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However, 100% of newborn pigs develop MI in contrast
with 15% of human newborns93,95; severe MI frequently
results in mortality and renders the pigs difficult to study.
Recently, one group created a pig model expressing CFTR
under the intestine-specific FABP promoter, which corrects MI complications.95 Subsequent studies in cloned
gut-corrected pigs found elevated neonatal mortalities,
prompted by systemic edema, hepatic abnormalities, and
chronic hypoproteinemia immediately after birth.96
Scientists have developed ferret CFTR-/- knockout
models that also express CFTR under FABP promoter, reducing the rates of MI from 75% to nonexistent. Their size
and faster gestation period provide some advantages compared to pigs, and they develop vas deferens deficiencies
like humans and unlike pigs.97 However, researchers have
found two important traits may be considered limitations:
first, the tendency to develop inflammatory and structural
lung disease with mucus obstruction, despite potent antibiotic cocktails that kill bacteria and fungi, and second, the
poor nutritional status, which is a consequence of a shorter
intestine and the lack of a cecum.97,98 More recently, scientists were able to improve prognosis for ferrets with a
G551D mutation on both alleles by treating pregnant ferrets
with ivacaftor followed by neonatal administration. This
animal model does not develop MI, has reduced mucus
accumulation and bacterial infection, and improved pancreatic function.99 However, it is important to note that
G551D is a hypomorphic mutation, where CFTR function is
not completely abrogated.
A third model, which was created using CRISPR, is a
sheep CFTR knockout. While CFTR-/- sheep still exhibit
MI that has not been corrected to date, the models have
traits that may be useful for some studies. First, they exhibit longer gestation periods that allow observation of
CF-related complications that begin in utero. Second,
newborn sheep only develop lung complications after
birth, which is similar to humans. Third, the observed pancreatic fibrosis is similar to human pathophysiology with
well-advanced cases at birth.100
Using CRISPR, scientists also developed a DF508 rat
that recapitulated some of the disease phenotypes observed in humans such as MI and poor growth. However, the
rats do not recapitulate damage in other organs at birth.101
Second, mice harboring the G542X mutation, a nonsense
mutation belonging to Class I, were also created with
CRISPR Cas9. Given the lack of treatment options for
patients harboring this mutation, this animal model proves
timely to evaluate therapies such as readthrough molecules.102 As described, there have been significant advances made in the development of CF animal models,
which have been reviewed in detail.93–102
There have been advances in the last decade that address
the first three steps in the drug delivery process of RNA
therapies for CF. First, there have been reports that densely
coating nanoparticles with polyethylene glycol (PEG)
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seems to improve transport past different mucosal surfaces
in humans. In one example, scientists measured transport
across human endotracheal mucus of PEG-coated polystyrene nanoparticles and found up to 35-fold greater diffusion
rates compared to their uncoated counterparts.103
In another example, scientists used PEG-coated
poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) nanoparticles to understand
transport across human cervical mucus, finding that the
presence of PEG increases the diffusion coefficient eightfold.104 However, for LNP applications, a dense PEG coating
might be counterproductive to successful delivery; studies
have demonstrated that large PEG amounts may not facilitate
efficient cellular uptake of LNPs.105 Studies often utilize
mucosal layers from nondiseased humans; delivery of nanoparticles through CF sputum becomes increasingly challenging due to its increased viscosity and thickness, as well as
a chronic inflammation state in the surrounding tissue.
Second, administration of nanoparticles through nebulization has considerably improved in the recent past. In
one example, scientists were able to uniformly transfect
epithelial cells across the entire mouse lung using polymeric particles containing luciferase mRNA.106 A single
dose of 1 mg of mRNA produced protein concentrations
over 100 ng/g 24 h after administration without notable
toxic effects. Finally, some groups have reported limited
success in CF treatment with mRNA therapies. For example, one group achieved intranasal delivery of 0.1 mg/kg of
CFTR mRNA to CFTR knockout mice for two consecutive
days, leading to mice having a third of WT CFTR function
for 2 weeks in nasal epithelial cells.40
Another group compared intravenous and intratracheal
delivery41 of CFTR mRNA using polymeric nanoparticles. These results show improvements in lung function
parameters after a 2 mg/kg injection intravenously and
4 mg/kg intratracheally; it will be interesting to quantify
how the mRNA was delivered to other organs. One potential next step will be to evaluate this delivery system in
animal models with lung mucus phenotypes.
Third, extracellular vesicles (EVs), including microvesicles (MVs) and exosomes, are another delivery vehicle that has been frequently employed to correct CFTR
mutations. In one study,107 researchers used Calu-3 cells
to produce EVs containing high quantities of CFTR proteins and CFTR mRNA, with MVs containing considerably higher amounts of both compared to exosomes. They
then transfected CF15 cells containing the DF508 mutation and found that function was significantly restored,
although CFTR channel activity in CF15s was still much
lower than in naturally functional Calu-3 cells. They also
showed that viral transduction of A549 cells using HAdV5
containing GFP-CFTR fusion proteins and GFP-CFTR
mRNA (for tracking the uptake of the EVs) could create
an ‘‘EV-donor cell’’ capable of producing EVs containing the CFTR glycoprotein and CFTR mRNA at much
higher quantities than Calu-3 cells; however, the EVs also
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contained viral fragments and viral DNA. Transducing
CF15 cells with GFP-CFTR EVs resulted in dosedependent restoration of function, quantified by iodide
efflux, which was similar to the native CFTR function of
Calu-3 cells. Surprisingly, both MVs and exosomes restored function equally, although MVs contained a significantly higher amount of CFTR protein and mRNA than
exosomes, which was explained by MVs containing metabolically inactive CFTR mRNA and following a different
pathway of cellular uptake than exosomes.
A separate study delivered siRNA to human airway epithelial cells (HAEs) using exosomes and corrected the Clchannel defect in HAEs from CF donors by delivering the
CFTR protein using MVs.108 Another study found that
sgRNA and Cas9 (although not Cas9 mRNA) can be
packaged into exosomes and form a functional sgRNA:Cas9 RNP complex, which can be delivered to target
cells.109 The researchers also engineered a modified exosome by fusing CD63, a membrane protein often found on
exosomes, with GFP and used GFP nanobody-fused Cas9
since it readily binds with the CD63-GFP for more efficient
loading of sgRNA:Cas9 RNPs into the exosome. The
modified exosome delivered larger quantities of sgRNA and
Cas9 proteins without altering the exosome morphology or
the function of the CRISPR-Cas9 system and successfully
removed the stop sequence in A549 cells containing stopDsRed sequences, resulting in greater red fluorescent signals
than their unmodified counterparts. One key limitation is
that these studies were all done in vitro; it will be interesting
to evaluate the performance of exosomes as a delivery
platform in some of the animal models aforementioned.
Finally, researchers have shown that the defects associated with loss of CFTR, such as hyperabsorption of sodium
and upregulation of the epithelial Na+ channel (ENaC), can
be alleviated through downregulation of ENaC using
siRNA.110,111 In the first example, studies used targeted
nanocomplexes made up of a liposome and an epithelial
targeting peptide to deliver ENaC siRNA to primary CF
airway epithelial cells in an air-liquid interface culture, as
well as to the lungs of C57BL6 mice using oropharyngeal
administration.110 In the second example, researchers compared the translocation kinetics of receptor-targeted nanocomplexes carrying labeled siRNA across pig gastric mucus,
healthy human airway mucus, and CF human airway mucus,
showed that they could transfect bronchial epithelial cells
transduced with CF and growing in an air-liquid interface,
and used oropharyngeal administration to successfully
transfect the lungs of healthy mice with ENaC siRNA.111
Both the mucus and cellular barriers described above
make it likely that most nanoparticles will fail to efficiently and safely deliver RNA to pulmonary epithelial
cells in CF. As a result, one key challenge for the field will
be identifying new systems to test hundreds or thousands
of chemically distinct nanoparticles. Notably, traditional
nanoparticle discovery pipelines rely on one-by-one test-

ing, which is usually performed in vitro. One promising
alternative that has not yet been tested in a relevant CF
animal model is the use of high-throughput DNA barcoding to test more than 100 different nanoparticles in a
single animal (Fig. 4a).112,113 These DNA barcoding systems can either quantify nanoparticle biodistribution114–116
or functional delivery (i.e., mRNA translated into functional protein) (Fig. 4a).12,117
Testing for functional delivery is particularly relevant
because it allows for identification of LNPs that deliver
their payload to the cytoplasm of a cell, while disregarding
LNPs that cannot escape endosomes. In one such system,
LNPs are formulated to each carry a distinct DNA barcode
that is chemically modified to avoid degradation by exonucleases and designed to bypass polymerase chain reaction bias. LNPs are also formulated to contain Cre mRNA;
for functional delivery to occur, an LNP must reach a
target cell type, escape the endosome, and reach the cytoplasm. Upon successful cytoplasmic delivery into cells
in Ai14 mice, which contain a Lox-Stop-Lox-tdTomato
construct, Cre mRNA is translated to Cre protein, which
translocates to the nucleus and excises the stop, thereby
leading to tdTomato expression. Cells in which functional
delivery occurred accumulate tdTomato protein and are
identified and sorted using fluorescence-activated cell
sorting; the barcodes are then sequenced from these cells
using next-generation sequencing.
These techniques have been used to identify LNPs that
deliver functional RNA to splenic T cells,113 splenic endothelial cells,117 liver endothelial cells,115 liver Kupffer
cells,12 and bone marrow endothelial cells.112 Alternative
barcoding systems have also been designed. In one,
researchers formulated nanoparticles with a chemotherapeutic drug and a barcode, then injected LNPs into a
mouse, and looked at accumulation in tumors. The researchers then correlated the number of barcodes found in
live and dead cells with the therapeutic potency of four
different drugs and a placebo at once.118 In another, researchers barcoded the mRNA contained in LNPs such
that each nanoparticle was formulated to carry mRNA
with a unique barcode in the 3¢ UTR. They then isolated
tissues and determined LNP biodistribution using luminescence. Tissues that were functionally delivered to were
then sequenced to find the best performing LNPs.1
One alternative approach to treating CF is to avoid the
mucus barrier encountered during nebulization (Fig. 4b)
by intravenously injecting nanoparticles. However, in order for an intravenously injected LNP to reach the lung
epithelium, it must get past the endothelial tight junctions
that create a continuous barrier between the blood flow and
the lung. Upon bypassing this barrier, the delivery vehicle
would need to traverse the extracellular matrix and reach
the epithelial layer beyond. The delivery vehicle must then
escape the endosome and reach the cytoplasm of a cell
(Fig. 4c).
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Figure 4. High-throughput methods to identify lung tropic nanomaterials can be used to treat CF. (a) High-throughput barcoding is a novel method of
identifying LNPs that efficiently deliver functional nucleic acids in animal models to different tissues. For example, (b) intratracheally delivered LNPs that target
epithelial cells in the airway lumen can be identified for treatment of CF. (c) The FIND system requires LNPs to functionally deliver their payload to a target cell,
escape the endosome, and translate Cre protein that translocates to the nucleus to facilitate tdTomato expression. LNP, lipid nanoparticle.

To date, several efforts have been made to target the lung,
with a focus on endothelial cells. Improved high-throughput
in vivo screening methods have been able to identify LNPs
that are capable of bypassing the liver to deliver their cargo to
lung endothelial cells. One such LNP formulation contains a
lipomer known as 7C1,119 which can effectively deliver
siRNA to lung endothelial cells with minimal alteration of
gene expression in off-target cell types. Another notable lung
tropic formulation is made with cKK-E12.120 LNP shifts in
tropism have mainly been facilitated by either changing the
cationic lipid or the phospholipid that is included in the LNP.
A recent method known as selective organ targeting
was developed to shift tropism of hepatic-targeting LNPs

to organs like the spleen and lung.53 Researchers showed
that the inclusion of differentially charged phospholipids
could shift LNP delivery; specifically, cationic phospholipids (e.g., DOTAP) shifted delivery to the lungs, anionic
phospholipids (e.g., 18PA) shifted delivery to the spleen,
and neutral phospholipids (e.g., DODAP) maintained hepatic delivery. However, LNPs will have to efficiently
target the correct cell type to prove viable. Recent scRNAseq studies uncovered a cell type lining the lung epithelium called ionocytes. These cells may serve as an
important source for CFTR transcripts in the lung and
play a key role in maintaining airway surface physiology,
including mucus viscosity.121,122 Ionocytes express CFTR
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mRNA at much higher levels than surrounding airway cell
types, suggesting that gene therapies should target basal
progenitor cells for long-lasting lung function improvements in patients with CF.
A second barrier to systemic delivery is off-target delivery to the liver. Delivery to organs outside of the liver
has been traditionally difficult to do. In particular, the liver
has been the primary organ targeted by genetic therapies as
a result of its discontinuous endothelium and slowed blood
flow through hepatic sinusoids. These factors facilitate
clearance of nanomaterials to cell types in the extracellular
matrix—notably hepatocytes—ensuring that most systemically delivered therapeutics are cleared before making
it to on-target tissues.

LEARNING FROM CF GENE THERAPY TRIALS
The lessons described above are applicable to most
RNA therapies, independent of the disease. However,
there are also many CF-specific lessons that can be learned
from CF gene therapy trials that are ongoing or have been
completed (Supplementary Table S1). Before establishing
drug efficacy, it is necessary to determine if a CF treatment
is safe in single or multiple doses, as well as over time, as
the disease already poses a daily risk to the patient and a
significantly shortened life span. In 2001, the first aerosolized AAV encoding for CFTR (tgAAVCF) successfully
demonstrated lung delivery without severe side effects.123
Later, Moss et al. conducted a phase IIa study to test the
repeated use of tgAAVCF, concluding that nebulization
was an effective and safe route of administration for
AAVs.124 Both of these trials contrasted AAVs that were
sprayed or instilled into the bronchi, which resulted in side
effects that potentially outweighed their benefits. However, a phase IIb study seeking to establish tgAAVCF’s
efficacy was inconclusive125; FEV was not significantly
improved 30 days after repeat administrations.
Nonviral therapies were developed as an alternative for
treating CF, since viral therapies can result in antibody
production that precludes repeat dosing. Alton et al. performed a trial delivering DNA encoding CFTR with a
nonviral vehicle.126,127 Their GL67A liposome, made up of
the cationic lipid GL67, was able to functionally deliver
CFTR cDNA through a plasmid vector and restore partial
function as demonstrated by a more positive potential difference across the lung epithelium, thereby indicating the
presence of functional CFTR to pump out chloride ions.
Before this clinical trial, most trials only looked at the
nasal epithelium; it was assumed to be analogous to the
lung epithelium and was easier to study. However, Alton
et al. decided to validate this assumption by studying delivery to both tissues. In phase I, nasal results differed from
lung results in both immune and isoprenaline response,
leading them to conclude that both tissues must be analyzed for future CF treatments.126 Further clinical trials

conducted in 2015 showed that their therapy could be readministered monthly for over a 1-year period with no
significant adverse effects.127 Unfortunately, the authors
observed only modest improvements in FEV, and further
studies were dropped.
Complementing these efforts have been recent attempts
to use nonviral vehicles to deliver mRNA encoding CFTR.
Translate Bio’s MRT5005 is the only mRNA treatment
currently being investigated for CF in active clinical trials.128 As previously described, delivering a functional
mRNA (or cDNA) bypasses the need to identify what
exact mutation in a gene causes a disease state; one can
simply deliver the correct mRNA (or cDNA) to produce a
functional protein. Furthermore, MRT5005 is encapsulated in an LNP, which differs from many current treatments at the clinical trial level because it is not cDNA
encoded by a plasmid vector inside of a viral vehicle. Their
single ascending dose trial showed promising results; there
were no serious adverse effects and FEV significantly
improved at low and mid doses.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
These CF clinical trials provide evidence that a
genotype-agnostic gene therapy for CF is possible. However, to achieve this goal, several challenges will need to
be addressed. First, it will be important to identify drug
delivery vehicles that can reach pulmonary epithelial cells
at low doses. Given the fact that drug delivery vehicles
will likely struggle to penetrate the viscous mucus in CF
patients, it will be important that all delivery vehicles are
tested in models that recapitulate the mucus phenotype;
this is true whether delivery vehicles are tested using
traditional one-by-one methodologies or with new highthroughput barcoding approaches. The CF field has done
an excellent job developing and characterizing models;
one very useful advance would be a published consensus
(e.g., by the CF Foundation) describing ideal animal
models for drug delivery scientists to use as models for
delivery. This would be particularly helpful for the many
chemistry laboratories that are interested in CF drug delivery, but do not have expertise in CF biology.
When considering the approaches that can be used to
design drug delivery systems for CF, we are optimistic
about directed evolution approaches,112 which use large
drug delivery datasets to design and predict nanoparticles
that exhibit specific traits. If such approaches are applied
to animal models that have mucus phenotypes, it may be
feasible to identify nanoparticle traits that promote mucus
penetration. If these studies occur, it will be interesting
to see which nanoparticle structures are most effective.
Specifically, it is feasible that nanoparticles similar to
those that were previously optimized for other epithelial
cells or intranasal/intratracheal administrations may be
best at delivering RNA in the context of CF. Alternatively,
entirely new nanoparticle design rules may be required.
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One interesting alternative to designing a nanoparticle
that penetrates CF mucus is to use other clinical advances
in concert with RNA delivery. The past decade has seen
the advancement of agents to the clinic that help clear out
excessive mucus and restore airway surface liquid volume
in CF patients129,130; pretreatment with hypertonic saline
or mannitol followed by administration of chemically
modified CFTR mRNA might result in increased delivery
efficiency. These types of studies may work nicely with
small molecules that work on some genotypes more than
others. For example, it is conceivable that for some genotypes, a small-molecule drug resolves enough lung
disease for a nanoparticle to target pulmonary epithelial
cells, but not enough lung disease to treat the patient with
the small molecule only. In all cases, these studies will
need to be performed in preclinical models that closely
resemble the CF disease phenotype in the lung.
The second required improvement is the duration of
CFTR protein following the administration of CFTR
mRNA. First-generation siRNA therapies have been
safely administered to patients every few weeks, for several years. Second-generation siRNA therapies are likely
to be administered once every 3 months, and scientists are
working on third-generation therapies that may be administered only once per year. While siRNA therapeutics
necessitate long-term stability for continuous target-gene
silencing, mRNA therapeutics need long-term protein
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expression to continuously modulate a disease state. To
facilitate long-term mRNA expression, a combination of
RNA modifications will need to be optimized for CFTR
mRNA. One alternative is to use recently reported computational methods to design a new CFTR protein variant
with a longer half-life.131 Although these advances may
seem daunting, the clinical progress made with RNA
therapies within the last 10 years provides a rational source
of hope. Coupled with the potential to treat CF patients
independent of their genotype, there is a clear reason to
pursue these approaches.
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